Dave Querio
Managing Director

Education & Certification
 Northern Michigan University,
Marquette, Michigan
 Army ROTC Training
 Extensive management and technical
training, American Airlines, Dallas, Ft.
Worth, TX

Activities & Recognition
 Licensed Airframe and Powerplant
Mechanic
 Member of Rotary International
 Advisory Committee member to
multiple community colleges aviation
departments
 Golf, fishing and family travel

David Querio joined Portage Point in August 2016 and
serves in the capacity of President of Ascent Aviation
Services. His primary areas of focus include operations,
supply chain, sales and marketing and finance within
two large airframe maintenance, storage and
reclamation centers located in Arizona.

While at Silver Airways, Mr. Querio was instrumental in
navigating the flight and technical operations, station
and ground handling and in-flight services divisions out
of bankruptcy, through rebranding, re-fleeting and rapid
route expansion with the airline being named Regional
Airline of the Year for 2012

Through his leadership at Ascent Aviation Services, Mr.
Querio has consolidated two FAA approved Repair
Stations into integral providers of heavy maintenance,
modification, storage and reclamation services globally
within the aviation industry. Mr. Querio has developed a
team of professionals that has transitioned two
distressed companies into highly respected, profitable
organizations recognized throughout the industry as
providers of high quality, reliable and responsive
services.

Dave is a versatile leader in operational improvements
and business development. He has successfully
navigated numerous companies from financial distress
to highly profitable organizations through his turnaround
leadership and systematic approach to process
development and fiscal responsibility

Prior to joining Portage Point, Mr. Querio served as
President and General Manager of a large
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facility located
in New Mexico, Chief Operating Officer of Silver
Airways and President and CEO of Ascent Aviation
Services. Mr. Querio has a proven track record of
turnaround management, process improvement, client
development and retention within the aviation and
aerospace sectors

Mr. Querio has dedicated his career, spanning over 34
years, to the aviation and aerospace sectors. Starting in
the industry while still attending college, Dave has
advanced through the ranks while attaining the
knowledge and expertise to support the growth and
transformation of the industry
Mr. Querio has been recognized by numerous
regulatory agencies for his accomplishments in
improving organizations and improving their levels of
compliance in regards to regulatory oversight and
safety

Contact Information
O (520) 616-5100
M (954) 684-3129
E dquerio@pppllc.com
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